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Abstract 
Let X, Y and Z be vector spaces and let T and S be linear relations f romX to Y and Y to 
Z, respectively, with S everywhere defined on Y. A formula which relates the nullities and 
deficiencies of S, T and ST is derived. In the case when S and T have finite indices (in par- 
ticular, when the vector spaces are all finite dimensional), then ST has an index given by 
index(ST) = index(S) + index(T) - dim T(0) N S ~(0). 
The familiar index formula for the product of Fredholm operators is covered by the case 
T(0) = {0}. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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i. Introduction 
Let X, Y and Z be vector spaces and let T : X ~ Y and S: Y --+ Z be every- 
where defined linear mappings uch that the kernels T -1 (0) and S -I (0), and the 
quotients Y/T(X) and Z/S(Y) are finite dimensional. It is known that the index 
of ST is equal to the sum of the indices of S and T (see, e.g. Sarason [1]). 
In a recent paper Hadwin [2] gave the following reformulation of the index 
theorem for the product: 
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dim ker ST + codim ran S + codim ran T 
- codim ran ST + dim ker S + dim ker T, 
where the relevant quantities are not restricted to be finite (as in the case of 
semi-Fredholm operators in Banach spaces, for example). 
The object of the present investigation is to find the corresponding theorem 
for a product of linear relations. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let U and V be non-empty sets. A relation T from U to V is a mapping hav- 
ing domain D(T) a non-empty subset of U, and taking values in 2 ~" \ (~ (the col- 
lection of non-empty subsets of V). 
For u E U \ D(T), we write Tu 0. Then we have 
D(r) = {. ~ U: r .  ¢ 0}. (l) 
Let X, Y, Z . . . .  denotes vector spaces over a field A. A relation f from X to 
Y is called a linear elation if for all xl, x2 in D(r), and non-zero scalars :~, [~, we have 
T(Y-rl + fix2) -- ~Txl -- [JTx2. (2) 
The class of all linear relations from X to Y will be denoted by LR(X, Y). 
The graph of T E LR(X, Y) is the subset G(T) ofX  × Y defined by 
G(T) := {(x,y) C X × Y: x C D(T) and v C Tx} (3) 
G(T) is linear subspace o fX  x g. 
The elementary properties of linear relations are treated in [3]. In this section 
we shall review the elementary properties needed for the proof of the main result 
(Theorem 3.1). Throughout he paper, T will denote an element of LR(X, Y). 
The inverse of T is the relation T ~ defined by 
G(T 1) := {(y,x) E g × X: (x,y) E G(T)}. (4) 
Given a subset M C X we shall write 
T(M) := U{rm:m E M riD(T)}, (5) 
called the image of M, with 
R(T) := T(X), (6) 
called the range of T. 
We shall denote T({x}) = T(x) by "ix; no distinction will be made between a
single valued map and a map into Y. 
Let 0 ¢ N c Y, Then from Eq, (5) it follows that 
T I (N)={xED(T) :  NNT. rT~ }. (7) 
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In particular, for y E R(T), 
T 'v {x E D(T): y E Tx}. 
129 
(8) 
Proposition 2.1. Let M, N be subsets of X. Then 
TM + TN c T(M + N) 
with equalio' (/'M C D(T). 
Let S C LR(Y, Z). Then the composition (or pro&wt) ST is defined by 
( s r )x  = s(T.v) (x ~ x ) .  (9) 
From Eqs. (2), (7) and (9) it follows that 
D(ST) = r '(D(S)). (10) 
It is simple to verify that 
G(ST) - {(x.z) E X × Z: (x,y) E G(T) and (y,z) E G(S) for some v C Y} and 
furthermore that ST E LR(X, Z). 
The relation T is called injective if whenever x~ and x: are elements of D(T) 
such that T.v~ = Ev,, then x~ = x2. 
Proposition 2.2. T(0) and F L(O) are linear subspaces. 
Proof. This follows easily from the subspace property of G(T). [] 
The subspace T ~1 (0) is called the kernel (or nullspace) of T. 
Proposition 2.3. (a) For x E D(T) we have the folhm'hTg equivalences: 
( i) y e Tx <=:> Tx : j, + T(O). 
(ii) 0 C 77v ~==> Tx -- T(0). 
(b) For xl,x2 E D(T) we have the equivalence." 
Proof. (a) Let y C Tx. Then 
y ÷ T(0) C Tx + T(0) = Tx. 
On the other hand, for any yl E Tx we have 
Yl - -  1' -}- (Yl - -  Y )  ~ Y -- TX - -  Tx = y -~ T (0) .  
Hence Tx = y + T(0). The converse is obvious, since T(0) is a linear subspace 
by Proposition 2.2. 
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(b) Let y c Txl n Tx> Then by (a)(i), Txl -- y + T(O) = Tx2. The converse is 
trivial. [] 
Corollary 2.4. (a) T is single valued if and only tf T(0) = {0}, if and only if T 1 
is injective. 
(b) T is injective (['and only ~J' T-~(0) = {0}. 
Corollary 2.5. 77" 1(0) = T(0) and T IT(0) - T I(0). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, 0 c 77" L(0). Hence T(0) = IT 1(0) by Proposition 
2.3(b). [] 
Corollary 2.6. We have 
I T ' s  =y  + r(o) (y R(T)) 
and 
T-'Tx=x+T '(0) (xCD(T)) .  
Corollary 2.7. Let M be a subset of X. Then 
T 'T(M)=MAD(T)+T '(0). 
3. The index theorem 
For a linear relation T C LR(X, Y) we define 
:~(T):=dimT- l (0)  and f l (T ) :=dim Y/R(T), 
called the nullity and deficieno, of T, respectively. 
The index i(T) of T is defined as 
i(r) := - 13(r) 
provided ~(T) and fi(T) are not both infinite. If x(T) are both infinite, then T is 
said to have no index. 
Our main result is the following: 
Theorem 3.1. Let T E LR(X, Y), S E LR(Y,Z) and D(S) = Y. Then 
~(ST) + fl(S) + fl(T) + dim T(0) n S '(0) = fi(ST) + ~(S) + :~(T). 
Theorem 3.1 will be proved after some necessary propositions and lemmas 
have been established. The special case of the theorem when the quantities 
:~(T), :~(S),/3(T) and/3(S) are all finite is a generalisation of the index theorem 
for the product of Fredholm operators. 
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Corollary 3.2 (Index Theorem for the product). Let T cLR(X ,Y ) ,  
S E LR(Y,Z), D(S) = Y, and suppose that S and T havefinite indices. Then 
ST  has a finite index and 
i(ST) = i(S) + i(T) - dim T(0) nS  ~(0). 
The following example shows that the condition D(S) = Y is necessary: 
Let X = Y = Z = R 3. Define T to be the identity restricted to the subspace 
{(x,0,0): x E R} and S the identity restricted to {(x,y,0): x,y E ~}. Then 
i (Sr) = -2 ,  i(S) = -1 ,  and i(T) = -2 .  
Here is a computational il ustration of Corollary 3.2. 
Let X = Y = Z = R2. Define 
and let T = S 1. We have 
r l(0) ={0} x {0}, ~( r )=0,  
R(T)=Rx R, fl(T) =0,  
S ' (0 )=~x {0}, ~(S) = 1, 
R(S)={O} x N, f l (S )= 1, 
(ST) '(0) = {0} × {0},  (sr) = 0, 
R(ST) - -  {O} × N, f l (ST)= 1, 
T(0) f - Is - l (0)  = ~ x {0}. 
Then/(ST) = -1,  i(s) = o, i(r) = 0 and dim T(0) N T '(0) = 1. 
Notation 3.3. Let qT (or q when T is understood) denote the natural quotient 
map of Y onto Y/T(0) .  
Proposition 3.4. The linear relation qT is single valued. 
Proof. Let qyl, qy2 E q Tx. Then qyl - qY2 E q Tx - q Tx - q T( O ) = O. [] 
The single valued version of the next proposition is usually known as "the 
Fundamental Theorem of Linear Algebra". 
Proposition 3.5. dim D(T) + dim T(0) = dim D(T -1) + dim T 1(0). 
Proof. We have 
dim R(T) = dim R(T)/T(O) +dim T(0). ( l l )  
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Clearly, since qT is single valued by Proposit ion 3.4, 
dim D(qT) = dim (qT) ~(0) + dim R(qT). (12) 
Now D(T) -- D(qT) and (qT) '(0) = {x E D(T): 0 E qTx} = {x E D(T): 
Tx = T(0)} = T -1 (0) (by Proposit ion 2.3). Also R(qT) -R(T) /T (O) .  
Hence from Eqs. (11) and (12), 
dim D(T) +d im T(0)=d im T-I(0) +d im R(T). [] 
Corollary 3.6. Let S E LR(Y,Z) and T(O) C D(S) then 
dim S(0) + dim T(0) -- dim ST(O) + dim T(0) N S ~(0). 
Proof. Substitute T by the restriction SIT(O ) in Proposit ion 3.5. [] 
Lemma 3.7. Let X -M+N,  MAN={0} and suppose that D(T)=X,  
N(T) c X. Then R(T) = r(m) + T(N), and T(M) n T(N) : T(O). 
Proof. Since T is everywhere defined, it is clear that R(T) = T(M) + T(N) by 
Proposit ion 2.1. 
Now lety E T(M) N T(N). We havey  ~ 7~n andy  E Tn, where m E M, n E N. 
Then 0 C Tm-  Tn - T(m - n), and so m - n E T 1(0) C N, by Proposit ion 2.3. 
Therefore m E N, whence m n = 0 since M N N = {0}. Hence 
T(M) n T(N) = r(0). [] 
Lemma 3.8. Let S E LR(Y,Z). Then 
fi(qsST) = fl(ST) and 7(qsST) = ~(ST). 
Proofl Let R(ST)+ E = Z, where E N R(ST) {0}. Set q := qs. Then since 
q 1(0) = S(O) C R(ST), Lemma 3.7 gives 
R(qST) + qE : qZ, R(qST) n qE = {0}. 
Furthermore, since the restriction qlc is injective, we have dim qE = dim E, i.e. 
fl(qSr) = fl(ST). 
Since N(qsrST)= N(ST) (see the proof  of Proposit ion 3.5), the second 
equality follows from the inclusions 
N(Sr) c N(qsSr) c N(qsTSr). [] 
Corollary 3.9. We have 
x(qT) -- ~(T) and fi(qT) = fl(T). 
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Proof. The second equality is a special case of Lemma 3.8. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For an arbitrary linear relation R we shall write 
N(R) := R ~(0). 
Consider first the case when S is single valued. Let ~ be the linear relation 
from N(ST)/N(T) to R(T) r] N(S) defined by 
,f,[x] :=  Ts. (i3) 
Put 
A :-- R(T) N N(S). 
The relation ¢ is easily seen to be injective and surjective. Hence by Proposition 
3.5, 
dim N(ST)/N(T) + dim ~[0] = dim A, 14) 
Noting that ~[0] = T(0) rl N(S), we have 
~(ST) +dim T(0) nN(S) = ~(T) +dim ,4. 15) 
Choose a subspace B of N(S) such that 
N(S)- -A+B,  AAB={0}.  (16) 
Then 
~(S) -- dim A +d im B. (17) 
Now for 3' ~ "Ix r] B, we have v ~ A r] B = {0}. Hence 
R(T) nB = {0}. (18) 
Choose a subspace C of Y such that 
Y- -R(T )+B+C,  (R(T) +B) n C -  {0}. (19) 
Then 
fi(T) = dim B + dim C. (20) 
Now by Eq. (16), N(S) =A +B C R(T) +B. Hence from Eq. (19), S is inject- 
ive on C and therefore by Lemma 3.7 and Proposition 2.1, 
R(S) = R(ST) +S(C), R(ST) nS(C) = S(0) (21) 
and 
dim C = dim S(C). (22) 
Consequently by Eqs. (21) and (22), 
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fl(S) + dim C = fi(ST). (23) 
Adding Eqs. (15), (20) and (23) and using Eq. (17) gives 
c~(ST) + fi(T) + fi(S) + dim T(0) N N(S) + dim C 
= :~(T) + dim A + dim B + dim C + [3(ST) 
= :~(T) + 7(S) + dim C + fl(ST). 
If dim C = ~,  then fl(T) = w (by Eq. (20)) and fl(ST) = oc (by Eq. (23)). 
Then the equality in Theorem 3.1 is satisfied, since both sides are infinite. 
On the other hand, if dim C < oo, then the desired equality follows from 
Eq. (23) after cancelling dim C. This completes the proof  for the case when 
S(0) = {0}. 
For the general case we now have, 
c~(qST) + fl(T) + fl(qS) + dim r(0) n N(qS) = fi(qST) 
+ ~(r) + ~(qS). 
The theorem now follows from Lemma 3.8 and Corol lary 3.9. [] 
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